
E-commerce and net retail landscape in Italy: key insights from netRetail*
Product Online purchase continues its growth, far exceeding the purchase of services; the grocery remains behind. 

While brands are turning into community of people who share ideas, values, attitudes, the role of word of mouth and its 

online version (reviews) become a crucial point of attention, more than its website, for marketing activities, and one of 

the most fascinating challenges for using AI. Social Commerce is gaining momentum in Italy: a new opportunity for 

brands in a market dominated by marketplaces.

Books/e-books (45%), beauty&cosmetics (44%) and consumer electronics 

(43%) are the main categories bought online in the last 12 months.

Product market place website (such as Amazon, ePrice) is the main 

source of purchase, overall

*“netRetail”, a research of Netcomm in collaboration with Kantar, highlighted key elements about 

eShopping in Italy in 2019. 

netRetail Methodology: CAWI (Computers Computer Assisted Web Interviewing) survey - 3000 online 

buyers in the last 12 months, Country: Italy, Fieldwork: April 19th – May 5th. A preliminary study has been 

launched amongst 15.000 respondents to gauge penetration of goods and services within total population

For more info www.tns-global.it

Base: n= 14.416 those who bought products and/or services online 

at least once in the last 12 months 

Payment:E-shoppers who trust the website are 

likely to save their payment information

Delivery: E-shoppers prefer to have items shipped to their households within 2 days 

from purchase

Online reviews help e-shoppers decide whether they should proceed in 

buying the product

Social commerce: Social Influence is about to take off in Italy, 

youngsters are more likely to be appealed 

% of e-shoppers bought at least one of these products in the last 12 months

First 3 sources of purchase, by category bought:

Base: n= Consumer electronics and home appliances 329, Fashion, 330, Food (excl. Meal 

delivery) 220, Beauty and cosmetics 327

Base: n= 3.000 Total sample

% of Main online and offline touchpoints used during recent purchase

Base: n= 3.000 Total sample

% will be likely to save payment information for future payments?

Base: n= 2.355 those who bought goods online 

Timings Places

Base: n= 3.000 Total sample

56% followed brands activities on social media in the past 7 days 

contacted for help Customer Service, 

through phone and emails

% who sought help before, during or after 

recent shopping online 

% Methods of contact

Base: n= 3.000 Total sample & n= 513 those who seeked help

Post Purchase: Seeking help from Customer Service

82%


